Visual Arts Gallery is a building or place where its function isn't just for visualization or exhibition spots purpose, but Visual Arts Gallery can be also functioning as a place where visual arts, especially painting, sculpture, photography, installation arts, and the others, can be protected and developed for the future needs. And it can be used as education, recreation, creativity development, and arts appreciation for art-lovers. The inside activities of this place may be used as commercial needs, such as art trade.

The scale of Visual Arts Gallery service is the curators, the people who have interest in arts and frequently follow the development of world of arts, and those who wants to learn or advance their skill and talent in arts.

As for theme, this Visual Arts Gallery use metaphor which resemble the "Tie". The broom (sapu lidi) is used as idea to strengthen the expression of "Tie". The building has tight tied-like shape and exposed structure to represent the tight tied broom.

Object might fulfill the needs of theme, function, local expression, and design character.